Welcome to

the UK ’s leading spa resort .

Reconnect

Realign

Recharge

Re - energise

Why choose Ragdale Hall ?
With our vast array of award-winning facilities, there’s so much more to be gained from a visit to a
dedicated spa resort. This is your time to press pause on life, to realign, recharge and reconnect with
yourself, friends or loved ones. We have been exceeding expectations for over 40-years, just ask our
returning guests. Our experienced, genuine staff are on hand to look after the details, so you don’t
have to.
Included in every visit
u

Settling in - Valet parking, arrival tours, complimentary robes, complimentary flip flops (Spa Break guests).

u

Spa - Six pools including a Rooftop Infinity Pool, Candle Pool, Waterfall Pool, 25-meter Main Swimming Pool, Outdoor Pool and
Exercise Pool, 11+ therapeutic heat and water experiences in the Thermal Spa, Whirlpool.

u

Fitness - Fully quipped gym, 18 exercise classes per day in two studios, water-based exercise classes, Aqua gym, mountain bikes,
tennis courts, countryside walks.

u

Filling the time - Specialist talks and workshops, retail therapy in three shopping zones, outdoor games, Verandah and Garden Room
bars and lounges, relaxation areas and spaces to unwind.

u

Treatments and pampering - Extensive range of face and body treatments from major skincare companies, an array of natural
therapies, Ragdale exclusive treatments, Beauty Express for quick-fix treatments, Hair salon.
We are proud to be the UK’s leading spa resort.
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We know our guests visit us for different reasons. So, whether you’re seeking a few night’s escape from life or a day to recharge your
batteries, you’ll find something to suit your personal requirements inside. Don’t forget that spa breaks include breakfast, lunch and
dinner, and at least one treatment – because no spa break is complete without one.
Spa Breaks from two to seven nights are available.
Make your choice by the number of nights you plan to be away and by whether you prefer a tailormade programme of inclusive
treatments or go for a simple package and choose additional treatments yourself. Whichever route you follow, all your meals will be
included – breakfast served in your room or in the Verandah Bar, three course healthy buffet lunch and three course candlelit dinner in
the Dining Room.
We offer a choice of six grades of rooms from Simple to Suites.
Spa Days
From an ‘ultimate’ full day of pampering and relaxation to just a few hours in the evening to enjoy the fabulous spa facilities and a meal
– there are day choices for all – eleven in fact! Choose by the time you can spare or by the treatments included but all include full use of
the facilities and at least one meal.
Inclusive Treatments
Almost all our spa breaks and days include at least one inclusive treatment; some inclusive packages are tailormade to help you achieve
specific goals or are centred around a particular theme.
Our Reservations Team can advise you on the right spa break or day for you or visit our website to find out more:
www.ragdalehall.co.uk
01664 433000

www.ragdalehall.co.uk
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What to expect...
Whether you want to treat yourself to a blissful few nights away, or
just come for the day (or evening), you will enjoy access to all these
areas (and what’s more, unlike other spas, use of them is included in
every package at no extra cost).
1.

1. Rooftop Pool
Glistening in the open air, with water
heated to 35°C, this rooftop experience is
totally unique. Relax on a recliner while
being gently massaged by the jets or just
take time at the infinity edge to admire
the views.

5. Candle Pool
An entrancing, mosaic cavern lit by the
flicker of candles and a star-lit ceiling –
imagine a candlelit bathtime treat but with
water heated to a constant 34°C; a truly
magical haven – we believe this facility is
unique in the world.

2. Rooftop Lounge
A space for quiet contemplation whilst
soaking up an elevated view of the pool
and valley below.

6. Waterfall Pool
Come rain or shine, bathe outside in the
numerous bays and inlets which allow
privacy while enjoying the massage jets and
a stunning waterfall. In winter, steam and
mist will rise from the pool creating the
feeling of bathing in a hidden lagoon.

2.

3. Main Pool
With 25 metre and 12 metre lengths for
serious swimming and whirlpool, a water
cascade and massage jets.
3.

4. Exercise Pool
This separate pool offers a varied daily
programme of exercise sessions. The Aqua
Gym underwater gym equipment
provides an alternative workout, while you
are amazed by the unique LED light show.

7. Outdoor Pool
A heated pool and sheltered sunbathing
area for the summer months.

Thermal Spa experiences:
Thought Zone*
A dry heat and warm, ergonomic seating
coupled with ever-changing music, images
and colours is designed to inspire positive
thinking and inspirational thoughts.

4.

5.
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6.

7.
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8.

9.

10.

8. Colourflow Cave
Filled with a humid and heady mix of
jasmine, lavender and camomile, a river of
colour flows to a central crystal mountain
to provide a hedonistic detox.

Other facilities:

9. Volcanic Salt Bath
An intense and humid experience within a
velvet darkness of hewn basalt and slate.
A eucalyptus spritz helps to improve
breathing.

Two Exercise Studios*
Offering an extensive daily programme of
innovative fitness and relaxation classes.

11. Gymnasium
Air conditioned and with separate cardio
vascular, free weights and stretching areas.

12. The Lounge, Pavilion, Retreat, Verandah
Lounge (pictured) and Greenhouse*
Scented Room
Peaceful areas to relax, chill out or even
Natural materials, fresh aromatic herbs and indulge in a little snooze.
a gentle hue of colours help to invigorate
senses.
13. Gift Shop (pictured), Beauty Shop and
Boutique*
10. Rose Sauna
All bursting with must-have purchases.
Images and scents of roses imbue this
Scandinavian sauna with a fresh twist. A
14. Beautiful Gardens
window onto the Waterfall Pool makes it
Terraces, decked areas and quiet green
truly a ‘room with a view’.
corners – peaceful and tranquil.

11.

12.

Cave Shower*
A cave lit by stars recreates the
sensation of being caught in a thunder
storm in paradise – you’ll even experience
the thunder and lightning!
*Facility pictured elsewhere

14.

13.

14.

14.
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Main Pool and Exercise Pool
Refresh yourself! Make a splash and have fun in Ragdale’s stunning 25 metre pool, then get active in the
exercise pool – the fun you’ll have will bring out the water baby in you.
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The Thermal Spa
Feel the heat! Feel warm to your core as you indulge in the sensory experiences of this innovative
and exciting thermal paradise.
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Rooftop Pool and Lounge
Breath-taking views and blissful memories… Make your way up to Ragdale’s newest area and you
won’t be disappointed – glistening in the open air – this rooftop experience is totally unique and you’ll
remember it forever.
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Indulgent Pampering
Ragdale Hall’s Treatments Team bring you the most innovative and up to date menu of treatments
anywhere.
Our team of over 130 therapists and holistic practitioners have a wealth of experience tapping into global knowledge of therapies and
relaxation to offer you world class treatments. We work with the very best skincare companies and our in-house experts also design
unique signature treatments only available at Ragdale Hall.
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Your Treatment Menu
By offering you one of the most extensive treatment menus anywhere, you will be sure to find
something to enjoy. Relax and let the experts guide you and take your mind and body into a state of
unparalleled contentment.
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u

Body Massage

u

Hand and Foot treatments

u

Facials and Eye treatments

u

Male Zone

u

Wellbeing and Holistic therapies

u

Scrubs, Floats, Detox and Wraps

u

Exclusive ‘Created by Ragdale’ treatments

u

Mum to Be options

www.ragdalehall.co.uk

The Beauty Express
Indulge yourself in the wonderful world of glamorous results-driven treatments. Be inspired to try something different and leave us
looking and feeling fabulous.
The Hair Studio
The finishing touch to your ‘new you’ look will always be your hair, so let our stylists pamper you with the latest techniques, so you leave
us with gorgeous, healthy, happy hair!
Our dedicated Treatments Advice Line will be able to advise you on your inclusive treatments and suggest additional therapies to
enhance the enjoyment of your visit or visit the Treatments section of our website.
www.ragdalehall.co.uk
01664 433043
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Time to Relax
Feel your tension ease and your spirits rise as you soak up the tranquillity of the stunning surroundings
both inside and outside.
Chatting, laughing, reading, snoozing…
Such simple pleasures – so wallow in Ragdale’s unique atmosphere. How good does that feel?
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Eat, drink and be healthy!
First class food is reason enough to visit Ragdale! Expert chefs create wonderfully tasting healthy choices
for all times of the day. Breakfast is served to you in the comfort of your room or in the light and airy
Verandah Bar.
With a sumptuous hot and cold buffet lunch and three course candlelit dinner in the beautiful Dining Room, the food is a
pleasure in itself.
The Verandah Bar provides a relaxed environment for appetising snacks, lunches and evening meals.
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Sweet Dreams
Whether you want to indulge in the luxury of a Suite or go for the budget option of a Simple Room –
the choice is yours. With six grades of rooms segmented by luxury, view and size; with singles, twins,
doubles and triple bedded rooms, there is the perfect option for all. Our Lodge is just a few minutes’
walk away.
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Feel good fitness
Feeling fit makes you smile, so join the fun! Whether you choose one of up to 17 free daily fitness,
relaxation and toning classes or enjoy the discipline of a workout in the gym. Your body will love you for it.
Breathe in the fresh air - go for a run or country cycle and get close to nature in the great outdoors.
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Retail Therapy
No visit to Ragdale is complete without a little retail therapy. With three shops bursting with enticing
merchandise it will be hard to resist.
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Contact Information

Location

For more detailed information on all aspects of Ragdale Hall, we suggest
you visit our website www.ragdalehall.co.uk

Ragdale Hall is within easy reach
of the M1 and A1 between
Loughborough and Melton Mowbray
in the heart of the Leicestershire
countryside (just 75 minutes from
the M25 and 25 minutes from East
Midlands Airport).

Or call us for General Enquiries 01664 434831
Reservations – Spa Break and Spa Days 01664 433000
Treatments & Activities Advice Line – Treatments Queries and Bookings
01664 433043
Voucher Sales 01664 433030
For late availability offers, news, latest activity timetables, Countdown to
your Visit service and Text Help Line, we suggest you download the
Ragdale Hall APP.

www.ragdalehall.co.uk

Train services run to Leicester,
Loughborough and Melton Mowbray
stations from where taxis can be
arranged with prior notice.
Post code: LE14 3PB
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Trip Advisor Awarded Certificate of Excellence 2012 - 2019
Natural Health Best Hotel Experience 2019 and Highly Commended in the International Beauty Awards 2016-2018
Candis Magazine Best Dedicated Spa 2013-2019
Sunday Times Best Places to Stay 2018
Good Spa Guide Best Destination Spa 2017

We look forward to welcoming you very soon
In the meantime, find us on social:

Ragdale Hall Spa
Ragdale Village, Nr. Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire, LE14 3PB
Website: www.ragdalehall.co.uk
Download our free app on iOS and Android
General Enquiries:
01664 434831
enquiries@ragdalehall.co.uk

Reservations:
01664 433000
reservations@ragdalehall.co.uk

Calls may be recorded

